Step 1

Brow Lamination

Step 5

Clean the eyebrows with Angel Care Foam to remove any makeup.
Before starting the treatment make sure they are dry.

Apply SET Step 2 on the brows with a clean Angled Brush and let it
sit for 10 minutes.

Step 2

Step 6

Apply very little Angel Glue on the brow hair and comb them in
the desired direction using B&L Brush or Silicone Mascara Brush in
case there is stubborn brow hair.

Remove SET Step 2 with a wet cotton pad.

Step 3

Step 7

Once the brow hair is in the desired direction, apply GET READY
Step 1 on the brows with the Angled Brush. Let it sit for 3 minutes
on thin hair and 5 minutes on thick hair. Comb the hair with B&L
Brush.

Apply GO Brow Styling Gel on the brows from the root towards the
tip to create perfectly sculpted eyebrows using a disposable
Mascara Brush.

Step 4
Remove GET READY Step 1 with DRY Angel Cotton Buds in the
direction of the brow hair growth. Do not use water.

WARNING!
*In case of contact with the eye, rinse immediately with plenty of water. Keep out of the reach of children.
**It is very important to keep track of time to avoid over-processing.
***May cause allergic reaction. Please test the product on the skin before performing the treatment to
prevent an allergic reaction.

Step 1

Lash Lifting

Use an oil-free makeup remover to clean any makeup from the
eyelashes and eyelids before starting with the Lash Lifting
treatment.

Step 2
Place eye patches or Eyelash Tape under the eyes, covering the
lower lashes to avoid any lashes from curling upward.

Step 3
Apply Silicone Pad on the eyelid. When choosing a Silicone Pad,
please consult the client to understand their lash curling style and
take their natural lash length into consideration.

Step 4
Use Angel Glue to attach the Silicone Pad to the lid, as close to the
lash line as possible. This is very important to get optimal curling
results. Place the Silicone Pad from the inner corner of the eye
moving outwards. Press and hold the Silicone Pad for 5 to 10
seconds until the glue adheres to the lid. Add more glue if you are
having difﬁculty securing the Silicone Pad

Step 5
Start gluing the lashes to the Silicone Pad. Divide Silicone Pad into 3
sections. Add Angel Glue to the 1st section and lift the lashes up to
the Silicone Pad, then proceed to the 2nd and 3rd sections. This will
prevent the glue from drying quickly. Use the Lash Lifting Tool and
B&L Lifter to separate and lift the lashes to the Silicone Pad. Start
lifting the lashes upwards. Use as little glue as possible! Make sure
that all the lashes are attached to the Silicone Pad and perfectly
lifted. The lashes will remain the way they were placed and glued to
the Silicone Pad.

Step 6

Make sure the lashes are perfectly placed on the Silicone Pad. Once the
lashes are all in place, apply GET READY Step 1 to each lash. With the
Angled Brush apply a thin layer of GET READY Step 1 to the eyelashes,
starting from the outer corner of the eye, moving towards the inner
corner. Let it sit for 4-5 minutes on thin eyelashes, 5-6 minutes on
average eyelashes, and 6-7 minutes on thick eyelashes. Each eye should
be timed separately. You MUST AVOID applying the solution on the lash
root and the ends of the lashes.

Step 7
Make sure to thoroughly remove GET READY Step 1 with dry Angel
Cotton Buds. DO NOT use water.

Step 8
Apply SET Step 2 to lashes with a clean Angled Brush. Let it sit for the full
10 minutes. Keep checking with your client to make sure their eyes are
not burning.

Step 9
Remove SET Step 2 with wet cotton pads.

Step 10
To remove the Silicone Pad and Angel Glue leftovers from the skin
massage the Silicone Pad with gentle circular motions. Make sure the
eyelashes are no longer glued before you remove the Silicone Pad. After
removing the eyelashes from the Silicon Pad comb them up.

Step 11
Apply GO to clean lashes. This product is used as the ﬁnal step of the
treatment and as a daily care regimen at home.

